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Developments in Intraoperative OCT and Heads-Up Assisted Surgical Viewing
An Update on Intraoperative OCT
Digital Imaging in Vitreoretinal Surgery
Retina specialists use and analyze optical coherence tomography (OCT) images daily for most patients.1
Development of spectral-domain OCT (SD-OCT) provided improvement in resolution and speed of acquisition,
which in turn allowed for more detailed visualization of vitreoretinal pathology.2 Optical coherence tomography has
been an invaluable clinical tool aiding in pre-operative diagnosis and postoperative monitoring of many surgical
retinal diseases such as epiretinal membranes (ERM), macular holes (MH), rhegmatogenous retinal detachment
(RRD), and tractional retinal detachment (TRD).3-8 Recently, intraoperative OCT (iOCT) has emerged as a useful
tool by bringing real-time OCT scanning and all of its functional utility to the operating room during vitreoretinal
surgery.9-11
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HANDHELD iOCT
The advent of handheld OCT probes made imaging supine patients during retinal surgery feasible. In 2009, Toth et
al first reported using a handheld SD-iOCT system on patients undergoing macular surgery for diseases such as
ERM, MH, vitreomacular traction, and retinopathy of prematurity (ROP).12-14 The FDA-approved portable iOCT
systems are the Envisu handheld OCT probe (Leica Microsystems) and the stand-mounted iVue system
(Optovue). Since the publication of the report by Toth et al, several others have reported using handheld iOCT for
other indications, such as exam under anesthesia (EUA) for pediatric patients with albinism, ROP, and shaken
baby syndrome,15-17 as well as for surgical indications such as RD,18 MH,19,20 and other macular indications.21 At
our institution, we routinely use the Envisu handheld iOCT probe for pediatric EUAs. For example, we use the
handheld OCT to assess and document the foveal structural appearance in cases of EUA for ROP (Figure 1).
Additionally, the handheld OCT can characterize peripheral pathology such as extravascular fibrous proliferation
(EFP) or “popcorn” lesions, which can be subtle on examination alone (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Handheld OCT (Envisu; Leica Microsystems) showing normal foveal contour during exam under
anesthesia of an infant with retinopathy of prematurity (A, B). Envisu probe showing effaced foveal contour in
an infant with treated retinopathy of prematurity (C, D).
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Figure 2. Handheld OCT (Envisu; Leica Microsystems) in zone 2 showing immaturely vascularized retina in
the periphery as well as stage 3 retinopathy of prematurity with extravascular fibrous proliferation and
“popcorn” lesions in vitreous cavity during exam under anesthesia of an infant with retinopathy of prematurity
(same patient as Figure 1A and 1B).

MICROSCOPE-MOUNTED iOCT
When using a portable handheld iOCT probe, surgeons need to pause surgical procedures to acquire images,
increasing intraoperative time and risk of contaminating the surgical field. Microscope-mounted iOCT devices have
facilitated more image stability. Additional benefits include a decrease in image capture time, improvement of
reproducibility, and ease of use with microscope foot pedal control.22-24 Although microscope-mounted iOCT
allowed for easier alignment of the system, real-time visualization of the tissue and concurrent tissue–instrument
interactions was not possible until the advent of microscope-integrated intraoperative OCT (Mi-iOCT) devices.25,26
MICROSCOPE-INTEGRATED iOCT
Microscope-integrated iOCT systems incorporate the OCT optical path into the common optical pathway of the
surgical microscope, allowing improved targeting and tracking of the scan beam and achieving parfocal and
coaxial OCT imaging with the surgical view. With Mi-iOCT, the surgeon has real-time visualization and feedback
while performing surgical maneuvers.
The first publication of Mi-iOCT use in vitreoretinal surgery was by Toth in 2010, describing a custom prototype
system with a research OCT that was integrated with a commercially available operating microscope.27 Other
early prototypes included the Cirrus SD-OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditec) using the Zeiss OPMI VISU 200 surgical
microscope,23 and Enfocus (Leica Microsystems).28
Currently, 3 systems are approved by the US Food and Drug Administration. The first to be approved was the
Zeiss RESCAN 700, which is built on the Zeiss Lumera 700 microscope platform.29-31 The RESCAN 700 has Zaxis tracking and the iOCT data are provided through the surgeon’s oculars. Control of the OCT system can be
performed via the foot pedals. Second to be approved was the Haag-Streit Surgical iOCT system, which is
integrated through a microscope side port and uses the OPMedT OCT system including both microscope-mounted
and heads-up display screens.32 Third is the Enfocus system, which can be configured with Leica surgical
microscopes and uses an external monitor for display.9,28
CLINICAL TRIALS
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Early studies evaluated the feasibility of iOCT during vitreoretinal surgery, but these were small and retrospectively
designed.26,29,33,34 The Prospective Intraoperative and Perioperative Ophthalmic Imaging with Optical Coherence
Tomography (PIONEER) study was the first large, prospective study to evaluate the surgical utility, outcomes, and
safety of the microscope-mounted Enfocus iOCT.35 This 2-year study enrolled 531 eyes (256 posterior segment)
with iOCT imaging obtained in 98% for multiple indications, the most common being membrane peeling. Eight
percent of surgeons changed their surgical management based on their use of iOCT with a 4.9-minute scan
session and no adverse events.
The Determination of Feasibility of Intraoperative Spectral-Domain Microscope Combined/Integrated OCT
Visualization During en Face Retinal and Ophthalmic Surgery (DISCOVER) study followed the PIONEER study.
This was a single-site, multi-surgeon prospective trial using the Enfocus iOCT, the RESCAN-700 microscopeintegrated iOCT, and the Cole Eye iOCT systems.28,30,31,36 The 3-year results showed that for 837 eyes (593
posterior segment), Mi-iOCT was feasible with 98% image acquisition. Vitreoretinal surgeons said that Mi-iOCT
was useful in 29.2% of cases.36
SURGICAL APPLICATIONS FOR MICROSCOPE-INTEGRATED iOCT
Better understanding of vitreoretinal interface disease and intraoperative changes incurred with surgical
techniques and tissue manipulation can influence real-time surgical decision making and possibly lead to improved
outcomes. Significant advances in software and hardware of Mi-iOCT systems led to examination of their use for
various conditions.

Vitreomacular Traction
In vitreomacular traction (VMT) repair procedures, Mi-iOCT provides real-time assessment of the strength of
vitreomacular adhesions and allows visualization of unroofed cysts, subclinical full-thickness macular hole
development, and incomplete peeling of membranes. Intraoperative identification of these subclinical changes may
alter the immediate surgical approach, such as by prompting the use of gas tamponade, and potentially prevent
the need for reoperation.37

Epiretinal Membrane
Mi-iOCT enhances visualization and shows temporary intraoperative changes in the distance between the RPE
and the ellipsoid zone and focal areas of retinal elevation at ERM peel initiation sites (Figure 3).38,39 FalknerRadler et al reported peeling membranes without the use of surgical dyes and only using Mi-iOCT, and they were
able to do so in 31% of cases.33
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Figure 3. Microscope-integrated iOCT (Enfocus; Leica Microsystems) demonstrating epiretinal membrane in
the beginning of surgery (A) and epiretinal membrane during peeling (B).

Mi-iOCT has been shown to impact surgeons’ intraoperative decision making for ERM cases. In a subanalysis
from the PIONEER trial, iOCT identified occult membranes in 12% of cases and confirmed complete peel contrary
to surgeon impression in 9% of cases.40 Other studies have shown a difference in surgeon perception of
membranes vs iOCT, where in 12% to 19% of cases the iOCT identified subclinical membranes that required more
peeling.35,36,40 In a DISCOVER report, iOCT showed no residual membrane in 40% of cases where the surgeon
believed there was more to peel.36 However, whether these intraoperative changes lead to significant functional
outcomes remains to be determined.

Macular Hole
In MH surgery, certain configurations of MH and changes in MH geometry seen with Mi-iOCT were associated with
anatomical success.22,41 Via the PIONEER trial, Ehlers et al studied intraoperative ILM peeling dynamics and
outer retinal and RPE architectural changes. Using iOCT they found that when peeling ILM, increased EZ-RPE
height and subretinal hyporeflectivity were negatively correlated with the amount of postoperative subfoveal fluid,
which delays time to visual recovery.41,42 Thus, for MH repair, iOCT can be useful not only for performing the ILM
peel itself, but also for its prognostic capabilities and assistance in determining if air or long-acting gas tamponade
is needed at the end of surgery.
Recently, new surgical techniques have been proposed for chronic, large MH.43,44 Rizzo introduced using amniotic
membrane to close MHs and employed iOCT to ensure proper positions of the amniotic membrane plug.43
Mahmoud introduced the use of peripheral autologous retina to plug a MH,44 and iOCT can confirm correct
orientation and positioning of the graft through key steps of the case.

Retinal Detachment
In RD surgery, Mi-iOCT aids in detection of residual subretinal fluid (Figure 4A), small retinal breaks, and
proliferative vitreoretinopathy membranes, and it can assist in completion of fluid–air exchange. In TRD surgeries,
real-time visualization of the planes may also help achieve more precise delamination and segmentation (Figure
4C).
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Figure 4. Microscope-integrated OCT (Enfocus; Leica Microsystems) showing the extent of peripheral
subretinal fluid in retinal detachment case (A), native lens subluxation and position on the retinal surface (B),
tractional membrane (C), and shadowing from a surgical instrument (D).

Lee et al used iOCT to show that residual subretinal fluid is possible even after use of perfluorocarbon liquid in
eyes that may appear attached under silicone oil.18 In the DISCOVER trial, surgeons changed their plan
intraoperatively when using iOCT in 21% of RD cases with examples including optimal retinotomy sites and
distinguishing subretinal hemorrhage from fluid.31,36

Subretinal and Submacular Surgery
Subretinal and submacular surgeries are some of the most delicate surgeries not only in ophthalmology, but also
in the body, and they require steady and precise movements in the correct microscopic anatomic planes.
Subretinal injections can cause devastating complications, such as RD, iatrogenic MH, choroidal hemorrhage, and
inadvertent suprachoroidal injection. Intraoperative OCT can be employed to ensure precise anatomic subretinal
delivery. It was described for subretinal injection of tissue plasminogen activator injection for submacular
hemorrhage in the PIONEER trial.45 Additionally, iOCT can assist in the careful surgical removal of hemorrhages
that span multiple layers from the subhyaloid to sub-internal limiting membrane (ILM) and subretinal space.
Intraoperative OCT has been used to ensure proper placement of retinal prosthetic implantation.46 Lastly, as gene
therapy has become a reality, successful surgery with precise medication delivery into the subretinal space is vital.
Intraoperative OCT has been recommended to help ensure successful delivery of various subretinal gene
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therapies.47-50

Other Uses
Intraoperative OCT has proven helpful in cases of fundus-obscuring vitreous hemorrhage (VH). Intraoperatively,
after clearing the hemorrhage, iOCT helps elucidate epiretinal membranes, macular edema, hyaloid traction, and
retinal detachment.51 Intraoperative OCT can help ensure carefully manipulating and removing a dropped IOL
lying on the retina.52 The video available with this article at retinalphysician.com  shows a case of using
iOCT to safely remove a dropped IOL off the surface of the macula. Similarly, iOCT can aid in visualizing the
resting place during vitrectomy for intra-ocular foreign bodies or subluxed native lens (Figure 4B). Lastly, iOCT
was found useful for surgeries with a uveitis-related diagnosis; iOCT provided beneficial feedback in 85% of eyes
for fluocinolone acetonide placement and 81% of chorioretinal biopsies, while altering surgical decision making in
38% of chorioretinal biopsies.53

Intraoperative OCT for Vitreoretinal Surgery
from PentaVision
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Intraoperative OCT for Vitreoretinal Surgery from PentaVision on Vimeo.
CHALLENGES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
While discoveries and utilities for iOCT are occurring, there are still several limitations to its widespread
adaptation. Intraoperative OCT images are currently displayed either on an external monitor, showing larger
images that require the surgeon to look away from the microscope, or directly into the surgeon’s field of view via a
smaller semitransparent image within the oculars. Advances in Mi-OCT technology are allowing for integration with
3D heads-up viewing systems, allowing the surgeon to view OCT images concurrently with their surgical field on
4K high-definition displays.54 Similarly, iOCT could be used in the novel Clarity surgical headset display system
developed by Beyeonics Surgical.55 Though still in development, this headset would project multiple virtual
screens onto the surgeon’s retina, with the use of head motions to switch between displays and control functions.
Current iOCT technologies struggle to image peripheral retina and/or show deterioration of the image quality when
attempting to do so. This limits the applicability of iOCT for peripheral pathology. There are reports of fiberoptic
OCT probes that can be used inside the eye to scan any target tissue including the ora serrata and pars plicata.5659 By better visualizing the peripheral anatomy and surgical maneuvers, these intraocular probes can potentially
uncover additional clinical applications for iOCT.
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Another area that needs refinement is the light scattering and shadowing that surgical instruments cause on iOCT.
This limits visualization of the instrument-tissue manipulations as well as the underlying tissues (Figures 4C and
4D). The amount of shadowing varies depending on instrument material, configuration, thickness, and relative
orientation to the optical axis of the OCT.60 Development of instruments that minimize scatter and shadowing will
allow for more precise tissue manipulation. Ehlers et al reported use of semitransparent rigid plastic material
instruments that allowed decreased light scatter and improved visibility of adjacent tissue as well as the tissue
immediately underlying the instruments.61 Furthermore, development of new software algorithms may assist in
software-based processing of the image to minimize shadowing, as well as localize and track the beam to the area
of interest to minimize manual readjustments.
One of the most recent advances in iOCT technology is a prototype developed at Duke University that uses sweptsource, 4-dimensional (4D) Mi-iOCT visual feedback through real-time volumetric imaging up to 10 volumes per
second.62-64 Four-dimensional Mi-iOCT acquires, processes, and renders volumes in real time, which allows for
enhanced visualization of tissue deformation and instrument motion and decreases the need for constant tracking
of the moving object. Four-dimensional Mi-iOCT is not currently commercially available.
CONCLUSION
Integration of OCT imaging into the vitreoretinal surgeon’s surgical toolbox has made quite an impact over the past
decade. Intraoperative OCT has shown to make a positive impact on surgical techniques, intraoperative decision
making, and distinguishing anatomic planes in various types of cases including pediatrics, retinal detachments,
and macular surgeries. Intraoperative OCT can reduce unnecessary surgical steps, decrease surgical time, and
lead to safer and better outcomes. More research is warranted to continue to learn about and improve iOCT
applications as well as to analyze long-term impacts of using this technology. As advances and improvements in
iOCT technology continue to progress, there way be more widespread acceptance and usage of iOCT technology
within the vitreoretinal community. RP
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